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| - Introduction

1. The framework for the Commission's
activities in 1993 and 1994 is already in place.
The single market became operationil on
1 January and its success will now depend on
how it is managed; action will have to be taken
on the maior political priorities flowing from the
European Council's conclusions on the second
package of financial and structural measures
and the 1993-99 financial perspective; as agreed
in Edinburgh, the ground will have to be pre-
pared for implementing the Treaty on Europtan
Union once ratification is complete; and enlirge-
ment negotiations are about to begin. The Com-
mission will operate within this general frame-
work, aftaching special importance to practical
measures that will help to improve the Com-
munity's image, which was tarnished in 1992.
These will include measures to boost the Com-
munity's economic performance, to increase
openness and improve communications with the
general public, to make the frontier-free market
operate smoothly and to ensure greater consist-
ency in action taken by the Community abroad.

A new phase of European integration is begin-
ning. It will be dominated by pragmatism, call-
ing for a review of cenain aciivities and solid,
visible results in the short term. and by prep-
arations for what lies ahead.

2. Against this general background, the Com-
mission intends to concentrate on four main
areas:

(a) The success of the single market is crucial
to the Community's credibility. The frontier-
free area offers considerable potenrial for
growth and is a vital factor for economic recov-
ery. It is also the most immediate, practical and
visible manifestation of what Eulopean inte-
gration has to offer the businessm"n, fh. worker
and ordinary citizens. But much remains to be
done. The importance of management, monitor-
ing and follow-up and the essential flanking
measures and policies cannot be underestimated.

(b) A constant concern must be to concentrate
Community action on what is essential or indis-
pensable to attain its objectives. At this juncture
it is more important than ever to ensure that
there is no wasted effort and that action concen-
trates on the political and financial priorities
that have been set. The next two viars will
be difficult from the financial poini of view
following the European Councilt decision not
to raise the ceiling on the Community's own
lesources before 1995. Another task for the
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Commission will be strict but positive appli-
cation of the principle of subsidiarity. Planned
measures will have to be assessed in terms of
what would happen if they were not taken or
were taken at another level. The Commission
will also highlight the benefits to citizens of
every measure proposed.

I(ithin the Community the Commission's acivi-
ties over the next two years will focus on stimul-
ating the economy, strengthening economic and
social cohesion and boosting business competi-
tiveness, along the broad lines set out bf the
European Council. But action outside the Com-
munity will be equally imponant. The key areas
will be completion of the Uruguay Round, the
opening ofaccession negotiations and the organ-
ization of relations with Central and Easiern
Europe. A top priorig will be rhe search for a
lasting, peaceful solution to the conflict in what
was Yugoslavia. And the deepening of relations
with the Community's Meditcrranean neigh-
bours and cooperation with the developing
world will continue to be a maior concern. 

-

(c) The Commission will also make active
preparations for implementing the Treaty on
European Union as soon as it is ratified. Three
main elements have to be considered here.

The first is. Stage II of economic and monetarlr
union, made more necessary than ever by the
slowdown in economic growth and the recent
turmoil on foreign exchange markets. Neither
of these factors should bc allowed ro disruDt or
delay progress in laying this vital foundation for
the economy of the future union.

At the same time, structural policies must be
adapted to the guidglines of the second package
of structural and financial measures, and the
new Cohesion Fund must become operational
without delay.

A second element is a contribution to the launch-
ing of a genuine common foreign and securiry
policy as a worthy successor to the politicil
cooperation machinery. In view of the problems
confronting the Community abroad everything
possible must be done to organize ioint action
on a scale commensurate with the political,
economic and moral responsibilities of the
future union. In this contaxt the Commission
is reviewing its intemal organization and its
working methods.

The success of the new Treaty also presuoooses
efficient organization of woik on^justiie and
home affairs. The Commission is ready to make
its contribution to appropriate action on immi-
gration based on the proposals it has already
made.
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Lastly, steps must be taken to ensure the success
of the co-decision procedure, which is central
to the union's constitution and its democratic
credentials.

(d) Information and communication. It
became all too clear in the course of. 1992 that
much needs to be done to improve public aware-
ness and public perceptions of the Community.
There are many reasons for this, but it is obvious
that steps need to be taken to bridge the qualjtat-
ive information gap and convey a comprehen-
sible message about the Community and its
aims.

The European Council has shown the way. The
Commission is determined to play its part,
explaining its actions more clearly, providing
more information about its work and high-
lighting the benefits the Community brings to
the man in the street.

Once the report of the group of experts
appointed to review information and communi-
caiion policy is available, the Commission will
launch-a series of initiatives and commit the
necessary resources to ensure that the import-
ance it attaches to communication is reflected
in administrative action and well-targeted infor-
mation.

This will be helped by continuation of an active
audiovisual policy designed to promote more
extensive cultural exchanges which will accentu-
ate the European identity.

3. Given this backdrop and work already in
hand, the initiatives planned by the Commission
can be grouped under three main headings -internal-actibn, external action and horizontal
action. The Commission trusts that the pro-
posals outlined in the pages which follow and
in the accompanying legislative programme will
provoke a lively debate within the Community's
institutions and in the Member States with a

view to involving the people of Europe in the
development of Community policies.

ll - lnternal action

Making a success of the frontier-free area

4. Succcess here is imperative. Confidence in
the Community depends on it, since busi-
nessmen and the general public expect to avail
themselves, withoit let or hindrance, of the four
freedoms associated with the single market.
Economic success depends on it too, since it is
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vital to make the rnost of the potential for
growth generated by proper functioning of the
larse market. The Commission intends to take
up-this major challenge, paying particular atten-
tiron to day+o-day management, notably with
the installation of a data communications net-
work between government departments, and
following up any problems that may arise. It
will also" sel to'it^ that the residual-obstacles
still awaiting a solution are eliminated without
delay.

5. A whole series of practical measures will
be necessary if the single market is to operate
smoothly and efficiently without placing any
excessive burden on firms in general and small
firms in particular. To this end, the Commission
will keeb a close watch on developments and
foster dialogue with the Member States along
the lines sei out in its paper on action to be
taken on the Sutherland Report.

5. In addition to these essential management
tasks, a number of legislative decisions have still
to be taken. To date, 95o/o of the 282 proposals
in the Vhite Paper have been adopted. Tax
controls and phvsical checks have been abol-
ished for all practical purposes. But 18 rUVhite

Paper proposals - some of them extremely
imbortint 

- still pending before the
Council. Thev include indirect taxation of cer-
tain goods and services (secondhand goods and
worlis of art, passenger transport and gold),
road cabotage, and trade in a number of specific
products. Unless there is an early decision, this
iacuna is bound to create problems for the single
market. Furthermore, the business environment
would be improved if the outstanding fiscal and
legal measuies contained in the White Paper
(siatute of the European company) or sub-
sequent to it (elimination of double taxation and
allowances for losses in another Member State)
were adopted. Lastly, a number of supplemen-
tary proposals have to be presented, dealing
with bbservance of copyright and neighbouring
rights.

7. However, the thorniest problem is the abol-
ition of controls on people at the Community's
internal frontiers. DClayi in ratifying the Dublin
Asylum Convention, failure to sign the-External
Frontiers Convention, ongoing difficulties over
the setting up of an information system, but
above all-pefsistent differences of opinion on
the interpretation of Article 8a of the Treaty,
have led to stalemate. The Commission, within
the limits of its powers and possibilities, will
contribute to an overall strategy to be put in
place in 1993 to remedy the situation.
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Generating economic momentum

8. The Community must use all the means at
its disposal to counter the significant slowdown
in economic activity. Its credibility and its very
future are at stake. The consequences of this
situation are all too obvious and remain unac-
ceptable: growing unemployment, dwindling
business confidence, regions stripped of their
traditional balance, countries labouring under
ever-tighter financial, budgetary and fiscal con-
straints. The European growth initiative, steps
to increase business competitiveness and prep-
arations for Stage II of economic and monetaiy
union are the main levers that the Community
can pull to generate economic momentum, mob-
ilize energies and restore confidence.

9. The growth initiative approved by rhe Euro-
pean Council should promote economic recov-
ery in Europe. For the first time ever, concerted
action by the Member States is to be matched
by Community action to stimulate growth. The
Commission has made its contribution to this
novel measure. A raft of measures will have to
be adopted without delay. One is the creation
of the European Investment Fund, with
ECU 2 billion in subscribed capital, which will
be used to guarantee investment in infrastruc-
ture projects and facilitate loans to small busi-
nesses, particularly in less-developed regions.
Early steps must also be taken to define arrange-
ments for access to the special loan mechanism
to be created within the EIB to finance infra-
structure projects, including those associated
with trans-European networks.

These financial arrangements musr be sup-
plemented as soon as possible by provisions io
speed implementation of the single market, to
make the Community's research effort more
selective, to expand training schemes and to
continue providing support for small businesses.
The Commission will do all it can ro ensure that
economic policy concertation is tightened in line
with the conclusions of the European Council.

Finally, it will use all its powers and every
opportunity for international dialogue to lead
its panners along the road to economic recovery,
in the light inter alia of the approach adopted
by the new US Administration.

10. Given the guidelines approved by the Euro-
pe-an Council, the Commission will pursue its
efforts to increase business competitiveness, con-
centrating on five priorities: development of
infrastructure networks, support for research,
creation of a favourable environment for small
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businesses, promotion of fair competition
between economic operators, and anticipation
of industrial change.

(a) Existing Commission proposals to promote
the development of trans-European networks
will be supplemented (master plans for tra-
ditional railways, air traffic control, ports and
airpons). The aim here is.to promote the inter-
connection and interoperability of national net-
works within the frontier-free area and to
reinforce links between the centre and remore
regions and also between these remote regions.
To this end, proposals will be presented on
broadband and digital telecommunications net-
works, natural gas and electricity networks, and
the interoperability of the high-speed train net-
works.

(b) On research and education, the main task,
with a view to enhancing the quality and effec-
tiveness of Community action, will be to adapt
assistance to the development and real needs of
businesses and to the quality of life. For
research, a limited number of priority technol-
ogies and major scientific projects will be selec-
ted. Community involvement must present a
real advantage over what has been donl at other
levels to meet new scientific and technological
challenges. For education operarions will be
mounted under the subsidiarity principle which
can help achieve the single market for the pro-
fessions. The Commission will endeavoui ro
promote these principles and foster cooperation
between the Member States in its proposals
under the fourth framework programme and the
education programmes.

(c) Small businesses are a factor for inno-
vation, performance and flexibility and for this
reason are a major contributor to job creation.
Because of their enormous potential, the Com-
mission will strive to provide rhem with a
favourable environment. It will propose appro-
priate guidelines in the light of the results
achieved by the enterprise policy measures
included in the growth initiative. It will also
consider the feasibility of a programme targeted
at cooperatives, mutual societies, associations
and foundations.

(d) In the area of competition policy, the Com-
mission will continue to adopt a vigilant and
constructive approach. Its role will be given a
new dimension by the dynamics of the single
market. It will have to ensure healthv compe-
tition that stimulates business performance, sup-
ports the process of change and protects con-
sumers'interests. The Commission will be con-
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sidering a proposal for revision of certain
provisions of the merger control regulation.

(e) Adjustment to industrial change and
changes in production systems is one of the keys
to competitiveness today; it is also an essential
elemeni of social cohesion. For this reason the
Commission will be taking practical steps, under
the structural policies, to improve training for
the workforce and to facilitate redeployment
where required. Given the pace of technological
change, it is particularly important to tighten
links between training and research. The Com-
mission is working along these lines and will
be redefining existing programmes (Erasmus,
Force, etc.) which expire at the end of 1994.

11. Immediate attention must be given to prep-
arations for Stage II of economic and monetary
union, which is due to begin on I January 1994.
It is of the utmost importance that this objective
be met to maintain eionomic momentum in the
long run. The growth initiative is designed to
satisfy short-term requirements; strengthening
competitiveness will improve the real perform-
ance of firms in the medium term; but economic
and monetary union will give Europe's economy
a stable macroeconomic and monetary frame-
work in the longer term. In accordance with
the new Treaty the Commission, as agreed at
Edinburgh last December, will be proposing
rules in the course of the year to prohibit monet-
ary financing of public deficits, to prohibit privi-
leged accesJ to financial institutions, to apply
thi protocol on excessive deficits and to estab-
lish ihe European Monetary Institute. It will also
present the customary report on convergence.

Stre ngthen i ng co hesio n

12. The new financial perspective agreed in
Edinburgh provides for the doubling of assist-
ance to ihe least prosperous Member States and
a substantial increase in other structural oper-
ations. This is clear confirmation of the soli-
darity which underpins the Community. The
guidelines laid down by the European Council
iequire action on two fronts: establishment of
thi new Cohesion Fund and revision of the
structural Fund regulations.

(a) The Commission has already proposed
arransements for establishine the Cohesion
Fund."It is important that they 

-be adopted with-
out delay. Early agreement must also be reached
on the interim legal instrument, which will allow
the four eligible countries to receive assistance
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from the new Fund pending entry into force of
the Treaty on European Union.

(b) Proposals for revision of the regulations
governing the structural Funds will be made in
ihe very near future to avoid any hiatus between
current programming and that covering 1994-
99. Thes-e proposals will seek to incorporate the
structural components of the common fisheries
policy and to deal with the problems of areas
i.p.nd.nt on fishing. The gentral approach will
be-to confirm and reinforce the basic principles
of the 1988 reform, namely concentration' pro-
gramming, partnership, additionality.

Developing the social dimension

13. The Commission is particularly concerned
to ensure that the development of action on the
social front complies in full with existing rules
and oblectives and respects the diversity of exist-
ing systems, cultures and practices in the Mem-
bei States. Unfortunately, there has been a seri-
ous delay in developing the social dimension of
the singie market. Many major proposals are
still pending, and have been for far too long.
One bf the priorities for 1993 will be implemen-
tation of thi programme for giving effect to the
Community eharter of the Fundamental Social
Riehts of Workers and the Commission will
endeavour to mobilize the support it needs to
improve the results to date. The proposals on
the information and consultation of workers in
transnational enterprises, the posting of workers
and the organization of working time deserve
particular attention.

ln 1993 too, the Commission will add a few
legislative proposals to those already pending. It
will seek to add a new dimension to Community
action to promote employment and combat mar-
einalization. The Commission will also continue
Io promote the social dialogue, as it has done
sinie 1985. It will do everything in its power to
allow this dialogue to develop in line with the
spirit of the agreement signed by the social part-
ners on 31 October 1991.

Lastly, thought will be given to the future with
an attempt to chart the future course for Com-
munity action in this essential area.

I ntegrating environmental concerns into
other common policies

14. Sustainable development is the primary
aim of the fifth environment programme, whose
objectives and principles were approved by the
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Council on 15 December 1992. At the Rio Sum-
mit last June, the international community set
itself the same objective, which found expression
in Agenda 21, an action programme for the next
century. As the first year in which the fifth
programme is applied and the objectives set in
Rio are pursued, 1993 should see environmental
concerns being integrated into the definition and
implementation of Community policies in other
areas.

As pan of this new approach the Commission
will be taking a closer look at the economic
implications of sustainable development (effects
on growth and employment, incorporation of
the natural capital into economic analysis, etc.).

Legislation will be needed and major initiatives
are planned on matters such as integrated pol-
lution control and environmental impact asstss-
ment. Further thought will be given to the ques-
tion of liability for damage to rhe environment
in accordance with the principle of responsibility
for the environment. The Commission will pre-
sent proposals for revision of the Montreal Pro-
tocol on protection of the ozone layer and will
monitor progress through the Council of its
proposals for measures to implement the strat-
egy for stabilizing CO, emissions.

Priority will continue to be given to stricrer
application of the Community's environment
legislation and more effective monitoring of
compliance with the rules at national level.

Supporting the single market by
other policies

15. Although some measures have been men-
tioned in a broader context on previous pages,
transport policy, energy policy and the protec-
tion of consumers' interests deserve particular
attention.

16. Infrastructure aside, the political debate on
the lfhite Paper on the common transport policy
presented bylhe Commission last Decembir wiil
be extremely important. Priority will be given
to two areas: improved safety and closer cooper-
ation with non-member countries, with'the
replacement of existing bilateral agreements by
Community procedures and the extension of
transport networks towards Eastern Europe.

17. On energy policy, some basic components
of the internal energy market, such as common
rules for the markets in electricity and natural
gas, have still to be clarified. On the inter-
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national front, the Commission has already pro-
posed that the Community should accede to the
International Energy Agency, but some further
adjustments will be necessary. Finally, nego-
tiations will continue in1993 to allow implemen-
tation of the European Energy Charter with the
countries of Central and Eastern Europe.

18. The Commission's proposals concerning
telecommunications will be designed to establish
for a period of 8 to 10 years a stable framework,
approved by all interested parties (regulatory
authorities, network operators, service suppliers
and users), laying down the various measures to
be introduced gradually to promote the estab-
lishment of advanced trans-European networks.
The guidelines for satellite and mobile telecom-
munciations will continue to be applied. There
will be no let-up in the Commission's endeav-
ours to facilitate the introduction of high-defi-
nition television in Europe.

19. Most of the Commission's proposals ro
protest consumers'interests in the single market
have been on the table since last vear. In its
second multiannual action programme, to be
presented in 1993, the Commission will place
the emphasis on consumer information and-con-
solidation of what has been achieved. It will
organize broad consultations, based on Green
Papers, on access to the coufts and the develop-
ment of guarantees on financial matters.

I mplementing the reform:
agil c u ltu rc a nd fisheries

20. The reform of the common agricultural
policy, which was unanimously considered
essential, has been concluded. It will now have
to be applied for a first full year in 1993. Flexi-
bility will have to be the principle guiding
implementation, with improv-menti still being
possible wherever required, provided the funda-
mental features of the reform are not compro-
mised.

Coherent arrangements will be adopted for the
products not covered by the lllay 79lZ reform
which deal with the specific problems and make
the market organizations consonant with the
outcome of the Uruguay Round. In the final
stages of the GATT negotiations the Com-
mission will continue to defend the Com-
munity's interests on the agricultural aspects.

Close attention will be paid to the needs of rural
development in the reform of the structural Fund
regulations.
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The reformed agricultural policy will cost
ECU 1.6 billion more than forecast as a result
of recent movements on the exchange markets.
'Appropriate steps' may have to be taken in
due'co.trse, as foreshadowed in the European
Council's conclusions.

On fisheries, the Commission will be making
further proposals for regulations to implement
the reviJed Lommon policy designed to consoli-
date the new framework regulation and the mar-
ket regulation with the introduction of a system
of licJnces to reduce catches. Work on estab-
lishing common management and conservation

"rtani.-.nts 
for Mediterranean fisheries will

be spieded up and a series of fisheries agree-
menis with non-member countries will be nego-
tiated.

lll - External action

21. There are three major challenges here:
increasing the consistency of external action by
facilitating transition to the commo_n toreign
and security,policy; preparing for enlargement
and organizinq new relations with the Com-
munity;s soutliern and eastern neighbours; and
assuming the world role which befits the Com-
munity.

Devetoping the capacity to speak and act

22. In a world marked by major upheavals,
the new framework offered by the second pillar
of the Treaty on European Union should give the
Community' greater.pblitical clout and enable it
to agree on ioint action which isvisible, relevant
and-in the European interest. The allocation of
portfolios in the new Commission demonstrates
irc .on".t.t to anticipate the consistency that
the common foreign- and security policy will
provide.

Given the serious problems which have erupted
in various parts of the world, not lea-stin Errope
itself, it is-vital, even in advance of the Treaty
enterinq into force, that the Community make
its voici heard and help to find solutions consist-
ent with its traditional values. The Commission
cannot close its eyes to the external challenges
facing the Community. It is in this- spirit,
strenlthened by its new organization, that the
Comirission iniends to work in the framework
of European political cooperation.
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The Commission will back developments in this
area with proposals for economic and financial
cooperation or humanitarian aid.

Preparing for eniargement and imprcving
relitioni with the Community's neighbours

23. In line with the conclusions of the Edin-
burgh European Council, accession negotiations

"r"1bont 
to begin with Austria, Sweden and

Finland. The Commission will produce its opin-
ion on Norway's application for membership-
and will also give its views on the accession of
Malta and Cyprus.

The Commission has already made proposals
for the adiustments that will be necessary for
implementation of the European Economic Area
Agreement.

24. Most of the Commission's proposals for
restoring and deepening the Commuqity's
relations with the countries of Central and East-
ern EuroDe. the independent States of the former
Soviet Union and the Baltic countries are already
on the table and internal discussions and nego-
tiations are progressing satisfactorily. The C-om-
mission will be presenting further proposals in
the course of the year on food aid and environ-
mental protection. It will be implementing the
report ;resented to the Edinburgh European
C6uncil, with particular reference to market
access. It will seek to improve the organization
and enhance the effectiveness and efficiency of
technical and financial cooperation with these
countries, special attention being paid to assist-
ance in the lrea of nuclear safety.

25. The agreements already reached on the
new Mediteiranean policy will enable the Com-
munity to step up Cooperation with its neigh-
bours'to the iouth. The agreements with the
Maehreb countries will be particularly
imp-ortant. The Community will pursue its
effbrts to contribute to stability in the Middle
East through the Peace Conference.

26. The Commission earnestly hopes that cur-
rent diplomacy will bring to an end the tragedy
in whai was Yugoslavia. It will take any- new
initiatives it canlo support the people of that
war-torn region and help to rebuild the econom-
ies of the co-untries conc-erned. An economic and
financial cooperation agreement with Slovenia
will have to 6e examinJd by the Council and a

request from Croatia for the negotiation of a

similar agreement will be studied in 1993.



Acting at world level

27. The ioint declarations between the Com-
munity and the United Srates, Canada and.lapan
form the political and economic framewbrk
within which the Community intends to develop
its relations and cooperation with these three
countrles.

The Western Economic Summits should likewise
offer the industrialized counrries the possibility
of stepping up action to assume theii responsi-
bilities in the world.

A rapid and balanced conclusion of the Uruguay
Round negotiations, which have now returned
to a multilateral phase, is vital for the Com-
munify's trade relations. It could do much to
stimulate activity at a time when so many econ-
omic operators are beset by doubt and uncer-
tainty. Once agreement has been reached, a
timetable for implementarion will have to be
prepared.

28. The next two years will bring major chal-
lenges for the Community's development policy.
Preparations for the new Lom6 IV financiil pro-
tocol will begin in 1993, to be followed- by
negotiations in 1994. The debate on rhe paper
on development cooperation in the run-up- to
2000 should chart the course for this revislon,
which will set the scene for subsequent changes
(Mediterranean protocols, Couniil guidelines
for Latin America and Asia).

Other priorities will include reform of the gen-
eralized system of preferences, the Community's
financial follow-up to the underrakings given in
Rio, the negotiation of commodity asreemenrs
for cocoa and coffee and implementat-i,on of the
Council's guidelines on human rights, democ-
racy and development.

29. The Commission will pay particular atten-
tion to the promotion at inter;ational level of
measures to deal with regional or global
environment problems. In line with the under-
takings given in Rio, it will launch initiatives
and make proposals for saving the tropical for-
ests and ratifying the climate change and biologi-
cal diversity conventions. It will tike part in the
negotiations for a convention on deseltification
and in the work of the UN Commission on
sustainable development. It will continue to
a_ttach particular importance to protection of
the environment in the countries of Cenral and
Eastern Europe and the Mediteranean.
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lV - Horizontal action

30. In addition to the priority to be given to
information activities, proposals will have to be
made on four horizontal issues: subsidiarity,
transparency, financing and interinstitutional
relations.

Organizing application of the subsidiarity
principle

31. On the basis of the memorandum adopted
at Edinburgh and in the contexr of an interinsti-
tutional agreement to be concluded in 1993, the
subsidiarity principle will have to be applied.not
only to new measures but to existing piovisions
too where the three institutions are in agree-
ment. The Commission intends to make a con-
structive contribution to the discussions which
will be needed to ensure that these guidelines
are respected.

Contributing to tansparency in a
Community closet to its citizens

32. The Commission presented a communi-
cation to the Edinburgh European Council on
the organization of relations with lobbies (code
of conduct, register, broader and more frequent
advance consultations). It also tabled an initial
contribution to the debate on transparency,
dealing with members of the public whose woik
brings them into contact with the Commission
(dissemination of information and consolidation
of legal instruments). In addition to im-
plementing the measures set out in these two
papers, the Commission will present a second
communication on transparency focusing on
information policy and relations with the gen-
eral public.

Providing the necessary financial reso.trces

33. The decision taken by the Edinburgh Euro-
pean Council on the 1993-99 financial berspec-
tive outlines the financial framework-for-the
years ahead. An interinstitutional agreement
will have to be concluded in 1993 on ihe basis
of this decision. The Commission has iust pre-
sented the necessary proposals.

Financial and budget constrainrs dictate the
terms of the Commission's administrative man-
agement. The Commission will attach continued
importance to developing the European public
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service, which is the guarantee of the effective-
ness of its action. The.structure of Commission
departments and the tasks undertaken by Com-
miision staff will be adapted where necessary to
prepare for the future.

I m prov i n g i nteri n stitutio na I relati o ns

34. Interinstitutional practices can be im-
proved in the interests of greater transparency
in advance of ratification of the Treaty on Euro-
pean Union. It is important to prepare for what
lies ahead and all the opportunities for strength-
ening democracy offered by the new Treaty
should be explored. The Commission will pay
particular attintion to the most suitable ways
bf accommodating future developments and will
reflect on the orginization of its relations with
Parliament wittr specific reference to infor-

mation, consultation, action on opinions and
implementation of the co-decision procedure.

The Commission will make a full contribution
to preparing for a rapid and effective installation
of the Committee of the Regions.

oo

1992 marked a turning point for European inte-
qration. The public debate revealed that there
i-s a need fof more transparency and clearer
explanations of the Community's aims.

This programme seeks to strike a balance over
the nixtlwo vears between concrete achieve-
ments and priparations for the future,,giving
pride of plaie io economic recovery and inter-
national iesponsibilities. In so doing it hopes-to
promote a Community true to the principles
bf solidarity and generosity and closer to its
citizens.
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